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Editor's Corner
Effective now, I am pleased to
announce that Dan Wilson has joined
The Legal Pad as Composition and
Grammar Editor, Chief Proofreader,
and Factual Integrity and Professionalinn, Assurance Officer, and Ivan Cook
has also joined us as Art Director and
Chief Artist. Thanks, guys! I'm sure
The [ego! Pad will benefit greatly from
your considerable respective talents.
Each issue of The Legal Pad has
been met with some criticism of the
underlying 'ruled paper' look of the
front page. Most readers correctly
perceived that this was intended to
resemble the look of the blue rulings
found on writing-paper legal pads.'
However, this criticism was that those
lines seriously interfered with readability of the text. This, of course, is a
paramount concern. Because of the
tie-in of that design to the name of this
newsletter, a number of experiments
were tried, but all failed to improve
readability significantly. Therefore,
from now on, those faux ruling lines
have been banished. This will help.

As correctly predicted in the last edition of
The Legal Pad, Gustafson Illuek attorneys
recently lodged their request that the Supreme
Court of the United States (SCO1US) take up
review of the adverse 3-judge appellate ruling
in the ,tsrsjqnscase.
This filing invokes a process that involves
ample opportunity for the defendants (acting
through the MN Attorney General's Office) to
file a response opposing that request.
Additionally, various private entities may
request to be permitted to file a document
either supporting or opposing this request for
review of the case (known formally as a
"petition for a writ of certiorari"). These
requests to be allowed to support or oppose
are formally knows as motions to be declared
to be "amici curiae" ("friends of the court").
In the Koi-sjthvs case, the Defendants' best
arguments against SCDTUS acceptance of the
case have already been advanced by defendants' attorneys themselves in brief in the lower
federal courts. Therefore, it is unlikely that
any 'defendant-friendly' amici curiae would be
able to add anything significant in opposition to
SCUTUS grant of certiorari.
However, amici curiae, including the MN
chapter of the ACLU, came to the aid of the
,{re'sjens Plaintiffs in those lower courts. It
seems likely that either that entity or its national parent-organization will file such an
amicus request in SCUTUS as well in the case.
Extra support may come from a mental
health organization (like the American Psychiatric Anon) or from some libertarian organization, such as the Cato Institute (both of which
strongly oppose sex offender commitment).
Permitting such friend-of-the-court briefs
(arguing either way) can add a month or more
to a case's timelina before the question of
whether to accept the case for review is itself
ready for the Supreme Court to consider.
Another scheduling complication that will
surely confront KarsJ'fl.d Plaintiffs is the fact
that SCOTUS justices take an annual vacation
from roughly July 20th to the famous date of

reconvening, the "First Monday in October."
During this hiatus, however, law clerks and
other Court personnel work feverishly to
prepare each case asking for grant of review,
so decisions can be made as rapidly as possible once the justices reconvene then.
Still, the number of such applications is in
the many-thousands each year, and a large
percentage of these are before the Court in
October. Thus, it simply takes the justices a lot
of time to wade through them all and to make a
decision on each such request for review.
Everyone sees his/her case as being of
paramount constitutional importance, but the
fact is that many cases present such important constitutional questions each year.
This year, a few cases even challenge presidential power in the wake of decisions and
actions by Pros. Trump. In sum then, the
competition is stiff, and only about 90 cases
can be taken up for review by SCUTUS in a
whole year.
As I said earlier, all of this means that
chances of acceptance are never really strong.
It does help, however, that the A'arsjs'ns case,
and especially the sweeping nature of that
adverse 3-judge panel decision on appeal
below present a compelling controversy. The
outcome of KsrsJflswill likely create constitutional history whether or not the Supreme
Court takes part. Because that ruling below
has such far-reaching ramifications if allowed
to stand, SCOlDS could well feel forced to
decide the case.
Also as mentioned in that earlier article,
only four votes out of the nine justices are
required to accept review of any given case.
This may prove to be the saving grace for
Karsj'ns
Nonetheless, allow me to underscore the
fact that simply deciding whether or not to
take the case will almost certainly not occur
until the end of this year, and possibly even
into early next year. This means that, assuming that Ksrsjnsis accepted, only a comparatively narrow window of opportunity would then

exist for the case to be heard and decided before the 'summer vacation' in 2018. The more
likely scheduling would than be for an oral argument in October, 2018.
As lest time, I hope this update aid your
comprehension of where we all stand as Class
Plaintiffs in ,tsrsjns
I'd like to close this topic with a note of hope.
For those of you who did not see the WOIG news
feature at 10 PM this last Friday, I draw your
attention to the fact, fleetingly shown onscreen
and verbally mentioned, that the current average
rate of recidivism by convicted sex offenders
overall has sunk to 2.5%.
Most of those confined in this compound
already know that this percentage reflects the
truth. Nonetheless, we should not lose sight of
the fact that for years the Forces of Oppression
went to great lengths to convince the populace
that no one was even remotely as dangerous as
o sex offender, that we all were 100% certain to
reoffend, either right away or at least soon after
release from confinement. On this, see the
following article about "heuristics."
The unfortunate reality of propaganda is that
once people have accepted the truth of a terrifying assertion, they tend to retain that assertion
in mind as true, and to act upon that accepted
assertion, unless media actively counters that
claim with the contrary mundane truth. In this
instance, the WOID report furnished that longoverdue factual negation of that vicious propaganda. To this we can only say, Thank You! and,
High Time!
As we found out in the 8th Circuit in Karsjns
even judges often succumb to bias induced by
such fear— and hate-mongering propaganda. It's
good to see that the thrall in which those propagandists held society for so long has finally
burst, and that reporters, commentators and
other participants in mass media are at lest able
to see the truth and to disseminate it. Maybe
this will finally give us fair shake in court.

Gladden:
Legislative CDs
Are Here and More
Are Coming.

Those CD dubs were ordered between
January and March of this year from their
repository at the Minnesota Historical Society
Library after a successful round of fundraising
for that purpose, The CBs were created by staff
members of that Library and were shipped in two
large segments to a friend of mine acting as our
agent in this matter. The first segment
consisted of 30 CDs, while the second segment
apparently is comprised of 34 more CDs.
Because these 84 CDs hold an hour of audio
content on average, in all, about 04 hours of
audio content from these hearings is included.
However, my friend listened to a sample of

these CBs and discovered that vast expanses of
running time on them was occupied by audio that
was inaudibly low in volume. Partly this was dun
to bed recording technique (see below).
However, most of the audio degradation appears
to simply be due to the effect of time passing on
the magnetic signal on those 23-year-old
audiocassettes. With leftover funds, he engaged
a sound processing firm in his vicinity to produce
louder, 'cleaner' audio on a secondary sot of CBs.
Even so, the results are less then totally
satisfactory: much of that signal degradation is
irreversible.

The most intense focus recently in the
bYao'ok'fl case has been on obtaining CU dubs of
legislative recordings (on audiocassettes) of
hearings conducted in 1984 in preparation for
passage of the "MCCTA of 1994" (the legislation
that created SOP commitment and reworded
SPP commitment of sex offenders.
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some of the se hearings in I994, that audio
was engineered by the TV production crew
and thus had comparatively greet quality.
Unfortunately, videotapes of those TV news
specials were erased and reused (an
industry standard at that time). Thus, the
second set of CDs from the legislature's own
poor audio recordings will require lust as
much, if not more sound processing as the
first installment did, to restore as much
audibility as can be achieved.
As soon as this can be completed, this
second installment will be forwarded on
through 09 in the same way as before,
presumably getting handled the SOME way
once they arrive here. I will provide a
further update as soon as I learn more.

In light of our limited funds and by
appealing to their sense of working for
justice, my friend was able to persuade the
proprietors of that firm to give us a 50%
discount from their usual professional rates.
This should allow us to get all CDs
"processed" in this way within the balance of
funds we raised.
When processing of the first of these two
installments of CDs was finished, an extra set
of them was made, and both sets were then
sent to the Gustafson 9luek firm ("901.
In turn, 00 sent one of those two sets
here, asking that they be uploaded to the
KflrsJns network space. However, MSUP IT
declined to do so, citing limited available
network space and potential incompatibilities
of those CO digital files with the media
playback software installed on our
computers. The reality of both of these
concerns appears to be open to earnest The Expert Creation and
question.
Manipulation of Fear and
As a work-around, M$OP instead Hatred Were How You
deposited those 30 CDs in the MSDP-M1 Got Here and Why You're
Library, where they currently remain. The
Still Here.
aim of this was to make all CDs available to
all residents of MSOP-ML. Currently, these
Editor's Note: The following is an excerpt
CDs, subdivided into seven hatches, each from the proposed Third Amended Complaint
corresponding to a given hearing/meeting, in the Gladden case concerning the
are available for checkout (for three days).
psychological field known as 'heuristics' or
While working around those who beat me the science of bias. Everyone here already
to the checkout counter, I am gradually knows that conjuring up of fear and hatred of
listening my way through each of these CDs, sax crimes and sex offenders was the chief
taking copious notes of each excerpt showing means used to justify the MOCTA of 1994 (the
an intent by legislators then to create an $PP/SOP commitment Act by which we era
enactment for use to simply keep us confined all confined). However, understanding the
for the rest of our lives. I am now finished details and subtleties known to psychological
with about 30% of this first installment of science then and now expands ones
COS. To facilitate and hasten this process, I comprehension of the deliberate, highly
ask everyone to refrain from checking out sophisticated techniques used by our
these CDs until I can finish this excerpted oppressors to raise those sentiments to
transcription process. As soon as I do finish, lynch-mob levels: (I) that forced the hands of
I will give the go-ahead signal, and you can all even those legislators who were not
listen to your heart's content. I should tell personally convinced of the necessity of that
you, however, that I will append a full sat of then-proposed Act; and (2) that still cause
these transcribed excerpts to a later edition legislators and judges to quail at the thought
of The legal Pad. This might save you the of making any decisions that could provide
trouble - unless you just want to listen to even small measures of fairness to sax
these passages yourself.
offenders, and most especially to us, the
Meanwhile, now that he has the second most vilified of all sex offenders.
(final) installment of CDs, my friend has
To save space, almost all of the
noted similar sound drop-outs and inaudibly voluminous sources cited in this amended
soft passages, and recording noise drowning complaint excerpt are omitted here. If you
out speech over long passages.
have a specially important need for the
Additionally, the original recording unedited original of this excerpt, contact the
process onto audiocassettes during those Editor.
hearings was done very unprofessionally.
One example of the problems this created
The Perniciously Surreptitious
was use of a single microphone in a large Psychological Power of Heuristics Was
hearing room. Placement of that mix at one Deliberately Employed to Manipulate
end of the room caused the speech of Minnesota Citizens to Bock Passage of the
legislators and witnesses at the other and of MCCTA of 1904.
the room to be lost.
When I listened to live TV broadcasts of

Heuristics Make
It Possible:

"Heuristics is a cognitive psychology
construct that refers to the implicit thinking
devices that individuals use to simplify
complex, information-processing tasks, the
use of which frequently leads to distorted
and systematically erroneous decisions
(arguing that courts' use of heuristic
reasoning has led to irrational and
erroneous decisions), and causes decisionmakers to ignore or misuse items of
rationally useful information.' (Heuristics are
'simplifying cognitive devices that frequently
lead to systematically erroneous decisions
through ignoring or misusing rationally
useful information').

J,vffray ,J i7ath/i'th'"SalIing Heuristics,"

04 416bama I. /?ay. 399 (2012), explains how

crafty politicians use heuristics to ensnare
public thought, particularly in emotional
contexts:
(p. 391): 'An understanding of how the
public thinks ... enables savvy interest groups
to take advantage of people's simplistic ways
of thinking to subvert the political
agenda." [See ThrnirKypaa8Cassñf SL/astailz
"Availability Cascades and Risk Regulation," 511
Stair 1. if'ev. 083, 733-35 (1999) (discussing
how to use the availability heuristic to effect
public opinion).]
(p. 392): "Politicians and interest groups
help promote mental shortcuts - or 'sell
heuristics' - as a way of furthering public
support for their positions and mobilizing
public support."
(p. 383): "The focus on mistakes from the
heuristics and biases approach naturally
leads to the concern that individual judgment
can be easily deceived. ("Recognition of the
fallibility of human judgment and the research
"One single vivid, memorable case that identifies this fallibility commonly inspire
overwhelms mountains of abstract, colorless calls for imposing constraints on individual
data upon which rational choices should be choice.") For the heuristics and biases school
made. President Reagan's famous "welfare of thought, heuristics make people vulnerable.
queen" anecdote is thus a textbook example Sophisticated parties can identify ways of
of heuristic behavior. Empirical studies presenting stimuli so as to take advantage of
reveal jurors' susceptibility to the use of cognitive errors." ("These heuristics serve
these devices. Similarly, legal scholars are people well in many circumstances, but they
notoriously slow to understand the way that also create vulnerability to the predations of
the use of these devices affects the way advertisers, political spin doctors, trial
attorneys, and ordinary can artists."):
individuals think.
"The use of heuristics allows us to (Describing how marketers can use cognitive
willfully blind ourselves to the "gray areas" error to mislead consumers).
(p. 398): "Reliance on heuristics thus has
of human behavior,' and predispose 'people
to beliefs that accord with, or are heavily a paradoxical effect on judgment. Even though
heuristics can lead to errors, people tend to
influenced by, their prior experiences.'
"Through the 'availability' heuristic, we be more confident when they rely on
judge the probability of an event based upon heuristics than when they rely an
the ease with which we recall it. Through the deliberation."
(p. 399): "For proponents of the heuristics
'typification' heuristic, we Characterize a
current experience via reference to past and biases school, the reliance an heuristics
stereotypic behavior (use of the typification produces undesirable consequences for public
heuristic by which a treating doctor slots policy in a democracy (reviewing the
"patients into certain categories, and scholarship suggesting that cognitive error
prescribes a similar regimen for all."). distorts demand for regulation). Ca.s's P
Through the 'attribution' heuristic, we S'uflstgd7, "The Laws of Fear," 115 Hsii' Z. Rev.
interpret a wide variety of additional 1119 (2002) (reviewing Paul &1ow The
information to reinforce pre-existing Perception of Risk (2000)); Sass P Sijirstsfry
stereotypes. Through the heuristic of the "Hazardous Heuristics," 70// Sk/ 1. /ds'v. 751
'hindsight bias,' we exaggerate how easily we (2003). Heuristics, like availability, are not
could have predicted an event beforehand. appropriate to answering difficult social
Through the heuristic of 'outcome bias,' we problems (describing the influence of
base our evaluation of a decision on our availability on risk perception). Because
evaluation of an outcome. Through the people do not bear the casts of expressing
'representative heuristic,' we extrapolate, their opinions in public or in the voting booth,
overconfidently, based upon a small sample they likely do not temper their confidence in
size of which we happen to be aware. the way that they might for more personal
Through the heuristic of 'confirmation bias,' reasons. Widespread reliance an simple
people tend to favor information that shortcuts can misdirect public opinion away
confirms their theory over disconfirming from serious regulatory problems towards
less pressing concerns." ("The government
information.

Attention
Grabber
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Megan's Law. James Thi/i'i'gs end Crystal
Su/gasexplain comprehensively:
'[T]he representativeness heuristic
theory hypothesizes that people judge the
likelihood of events by how well they match
any previously formed representations of
such an event. For example, individuals are
more likely to believe all sax offenders are
similar to those sex offenders they have
already seen. Because most people's readily
accessible memories of sex offenders are
derived from violent and outrageous media
depictions, they are more likely to behave
that all sex offenders are like those they see
on TV... [D]ne of the great dangers of the
representativeness heuristic is that it
encourages maintenance of these beliefs to
the exclusion of other reliable information.
Thus, people who come to believe sex
offenders are violent predators in this way
are very likely to ignore more accurate
information that advises toward more
realistic beliefs.
[Another] example of psychological
theory demonstrating the power of media to
portray false images is the availability
heuristic. The availability heuristic states
that individuals judge the likelihood of events
by the availability of similar occurrences in
their memory. Under this theory, therefore,
if instances of violent sexual offense readily
come to mind, individuals will presume their
occurrence to be more frequent than it
really is. The available memories may also
include fiction; if someone has just seen a
movie about a sex offender, he is more likely
to inflate the rate of sex offense he believes
to be accurate. The media contribute to this
theory by providing the prior instances of
SEX offense with which to compare current
events. This is especially true if the media
are presenting more violent sex crime
information than nonviolent sex crime
information; people will thus overestimate
the rate of sex offense in general as well as
the incidence of violent sex offense.'
"Because most sex offenses era
nonviolent, these media portrayals of violent
sex offenses cause people to increase their
belief in the prevalence of such crimes.
('Every Time Detective Benson or Stabler on NBC's popular Law and Order: SVU
program - says. There's no cure. And they
all do it again.' that speaks to society's [false
ordinary common sense] about this topio.').
"We believe it is impossible to understand
the thrall in which the 'sex offender story'
has captured the public without
understanding the pernicious power of these
cognitive-simplifying heuristics.....
"There can no longer be any question that
sex offender laws were enacted without any
consideration being given to the valid and
reliable research available to (and
accessible by) the lawmakers at the time of
enactment, and that, frequently, legislators

foreclosure more difficult, then financing
currently allocates its limited resources homes might become harder. The underlying
poorly, and it does so partly because it is problem of creating an appropriate home
responsive to ordinary judgments about the loan financing system is a complicated social
magnitude of risks.).
issue. Occupy's efforts are directed at
"In public policy problems involving simplifying the issue, but they carry the
environmental hazards and other accidents price of focusing attention on only one
in particular, the availability heuristic is aspect of the underlying problem."
arguably a serious problem. Easy to recall,
vivid instances of environmental or other
social hazards do not necessarily represent
the most pressing social concerns. Decades
-old research by psychologist Paul Slavic
and others on availability demonstrates that
(pp. 408-09):
'Because these
public perceptions of hazards correlate beliefs are so tightly bound up in cultural and
more closely with the rate of newspaper political commitments, they resist scientific
accounts of such injuries than with actual insights and economic calculations."
risks." (describing the gap between
(p. 413): "Successful politicians.., identify
perceived risks and actual risks).
heuristics for evaluating the world in ways
(p. 405): Perhaps the most pernicious that favor thorn and convince large numbers
aspect of availability is its potential for of citizens to use that heuristic."
exploitation. To the extent that the public
Cijcolo llPar/iiz supra, at 215, apply the
makes widespread use of availability, principle of heuristics to sex-offender
experienced political actors can spin issues commitment law thus:
so as to axploit these heuristics to drive the
"Research confirms that heuristic
public to embrace particular attitudes or thinking dominates all aspects of the mental
beliefs. [flote 10 8: Kin'aollSunstei'iz supra disability law process. This includes when
note 13, at 713 ('Skillful availability the question is one of involuntary civil
entrepreneurs have insights into the sorts of commitment law. (For instance, aberrant
events to which relevant segments of society behavior by a small number of patients in a
are receptive.'). Koran end Sunstein have studied sample 'distort[ed] outcome
argued that availability entrepreneurs' can perceptions.)" Thus, mental health
work to make examples salient so as to mane professionals significantly overstate the
public opinion in a particular direction. percentage of involuntary civil commitment
Certain politicians or the news media benefit cases that began as police referrals and that
when the public attends to issues that they jeopardized staff safety. Such exaggeration
have used to brand themselves. For also predominates as to violence
example. Al Sore was a relatively unknown assessment and diagnostic accuracy.
champion of CEROLA who benefitted
It similarly dominates the public's view of
enormously from the attention directed to criminal justice policy (animated by a mediaLove Canal. Then-Senator Sore did not driven fear of crime). See, e.g.. David 4
create the Love Canal story. nor did he need Singleton, 'Sex Offender Residency Statutes
to do much to direct the media spotlight on and the Culture of Fear: The Case for More
the story, but the availability heuristic Meaningful Rational Basis Review of Fearcreates the potential for politicians to work Driven Public Safety Laws." 2 Li St Thomas
to get vivid examples of their pet issues into /. J 803 (2006). at 002-4 (discussing the
the news.
vividness heuristic and the availability
"As a recent example of such an effort, heuristic in this context). Additionally, judges
Occupy Fort Lauderdale recently staged a - 'embedded in the cultural presuppositions
large protest of a banks foreclosure of a that engulf us all' -- are as susceptible to
home owned by an 93-year-old woman who heuristics as are all other citizens.
was in a wheelchair while recovering from
At pp. 215-IS, Coon/u SPer/ñrcontinue:
surgery. The bank backed off, which was
"So it is with the development of sex
doubtless something that Occupy wanted, but offender low and policy. The media's intense
Occupy also obviously chose the event to focus on the most heinous sex offenders make their concerns with foreclosures making it appear that all persons charged
salient to the news media and public at large. with sex crimes' share these characteristics
This is not to say that Occupy's goals are — triggers the availability heuristic and the
inappropriate or misguided, of course. But representativeness heuristic, 'causing the
their efforts will tend to induce the belief public to perceive most or all so-called sex
that outrageous foreclosure activity is a offenders as extremely threatening and
widespread social problem. This effort will intractably deviant.' ("In modern times, the
tend to obscure or redirect concern with focus on criminal justice borders on an
other problems related to home lean obsession."). By way of example, Daniel Filler
financing. For example, if their efforts make has argued that the availability heuristic was
significantly responsible for the passage of
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were never asked questions that would
have been 'essential to understand whether
such legislation would he effective in its
goal of community protection.' On the
frequent disconnect between research
findings and adopted legislative policies, see
,tlithee/Tonry SDsvidllreeiz "Criminology
and Public Policy in the USA and UK," in the
Crimãro/o'a/Foundatins of Pub/,' Po/i'y:
Essays h7 Honour of Roger Hood4BS. SUBID (Roger S. Rood at al.. ads. 2003). On how
reliable research is often consciously
ignored, see Joan Petarsi/iv "Policy
Relevance and the Future of Criminology,"
29 Cri'niio/ugy I (IDOl). This failure to
consider such data calls into question the
legitimacy of all such legislation, Sexual
offender registration lows were enacted
'without any systematic study of their
consequences' or of the diagnostic
accuracy involved in the classification of
such offenders (citing twin concerns that
"good science" will be unrecognized or
misunderstood by the law, and that the
pressures of the law will not only use but
encourage "bad science."). These
diagnostic tools that support confinement
and containment continue to be flawed......
At p.222, Ciiou/a SPar/47conclude thus:
"...[U)ntil we take stock of the realities
that we have sketched out in this section of
the article - the impact of media distortions
on legislative policies, the lack of a factual
basis for the public's obsessive fears (fears
based an 'biased recall and unrealistic
crime stereotypes'), the ways that such
media distortion and public pressures
affect judicial decision-making - we are
doomed to endlessly play out a
'pathological' morality drama. And we do
this in spite of the overwhelming empirical
evidence that shows that the laws in
question have little or no effect on sexual
offending rates and recidivism."
In due courso, no mentioned in the
article above, I will publish a transcript of
the various statements I find in the CDs of
the 1994 legislative recordings. When you
read those statements, be sure to think of
all of these patterns of heuristic thought.
Then you will be able to recognize the
specific appeals to unreasoning fear and
loathing that various legislators and
legislative witnesses used to convince each
other and the watching public that locking
up past sex offenders permanently, just on
general principles of feared new sex
crimes, was absolutely necessary, or just a
generally good idea. And of course, when
people are whipped forward by such plays
to fear and rage, they never think about the
humanity or individual rights of those they
seek to incarcerate by such misuse of civil
commitment law. So the next time someone
asks what happened to you, tell him or her
(Continued on page 4)
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you were 'heuristicked
The ensuing
conversation will help to spread a little
useful education and enlightenment about
who we are, really.

********

Volitional
Impairment, and Why You
D*n't Have It
Volitional impairment has been a
constitutionally required element for sex
offender commitment ever since the Kansas
g Craoadaoision (534 U.S. 407 [20021). Yet
that element is not a psychological concept,
and it has no accepted definition or standard
or means of measurement. Therefore, as a
psychological matter, no one can be said to
be volitionally impaired. Because volitional
impairment is thus on invention of law, we
should start with its development under the
law.
The Supreme Court spoke in Kansas n
Crane 534 US 407, 413 (2002), of the need
for serious difficulty' controlling ones
behavior." Surely, in this statement, the
Supreme Court did not mean to include
within that explanation of lack of volitional
control those who have perfect volitional
control, but who deliberately decide to
commit a crime and then plan (often at
length) hew to optimize their chance of
getting away with it. This scenario is purely
a matter of criminal behavior.
Thus, for instance, as to pedophilia commonly misperceived as uncontrollably
impulsive, /?yan Buuiihard//s/i "A Profile of
Pedophilix: (etc.) " Maya Cliii. Prue. 2007:
82(4): 457, 462 (2007), elucidates to the
contrary: "The fact that 70% to 95% of
offenses against children are premeditated
speaks aqainst a lack of perpetrator
control." (emphases supplied).
,4ftch8s/ Barzae "Fifteen Years and
H
Counting: (etc.) 82 IIMKC law fib'v. 513
(Winter 2014), at p. 026, provides this
analysis:
"An offender cannot at once choose
to engage in behavior (culpability) and at
the some time be unable to control it
(volitional impairment). In essence, the
legislature wants a person who has
committed a sexually violent crime to be
treated during the trial phase as honing
volitional control over his behavior.
However, when the convicted sex offender
nears the and of his prison sentence, the
legislature wants him to be treated as
though he does not have volitional control
end should therefore be civilly committed
and treated. Thus, the legislature is

having it both ways, which goes against
before civil commitment may occur.' [I
legal reasoning that a person is either in
i's Mart/ne/li 649 N.W.2d 808, 890 (Minn.
control or not in control of their
App. 2002)].
behavior." [emphases added]
"The Supreme Court ordered the
Kenneth W Iie,ias. "Instruet the Jury.'
Minnesota and Illinois Courts to apply
Cranes' 'Serums Dhiu/ty'/?equii'eruirnit and Crane's volitional central standard as new
flue Prus'ss," 56' 1111 1. lIar 281 31111 law. Thus. Crane is distinguishable from
(Wuitar 2004) sip/aiis un/mire depth thus.'
Hendricks, because Crane creates new
"The trend of state appellate courts,
law requiring a separate finding of lack of
with Justice Scalie's blessing, has been to
volitional control as an additional element
ignore Crane Most state courts have
of proof from which a court or jury is to
maintained that their civil commitment
make a decision." (emphases supplied)
laws already commit only those who lack
Erki 11 Janus, "Sex Offender
significant volitional control because of
Commitments: Debunking the Official
the nexus between the targeted disorder
Narrative and Revealing the Rules-inand the offender's acts that 'necessarily
Use," B Stanford law and Pulimy 8ev/8
and implicitly involves proof that the
71. 81-82 (Summer 1897) observes that
person's mental disorder involves serious
"[t]his concept of 'volitional dysfunction'
difficulty for the person to control his or
has consistently baffled judges, forensic
her behavior. These states concede that
professionals, and philosophers."
Crane requires determination of some
"Even the two cases in which the court
lack of control before the state can civilly
reversed a finding of 'utter lack of power
commit an offender, However, these
to central' do net help develop a coherent
states argue that Crone dues net require
theory. In In re Snhwenuigei' the court
a specific jury finding that a respondent
reversed a commitment of a non-violent
lacks volitional control, because the Court
pedophile. The court clearly understood
in Crane upheld the commitment in
'utter lack of power to control' as
Hsndriiks as constitutional despite the
requiring impulsiveness and found that
absence of any specific jury
the individual's 'planned and calculated'
determinetiun of lack of control.
behaviors were inconsistent with such a
Minnesota ... [has] adapted this
finding.
[520 N.W.2d at 450
interpretation [citing In i's Ilamey 848
(distinguishing
"plotting,
planning,
N.W.2d 260, 286-67 (Minn. App. 2002)
seductions, payments, and coercive
(noting that the Minnesota statute in
behavior from [on] impulsive lack of
question implicitly includes a finding of
control")] The 5'uhwa17ui7gsr case came
"serious difficulty"). These state court
directly on the heels of 1/ashen and
decisions are contrary to the Court's
appeared to be the beginning of an
determination in Crane, which required
'impulsiveness' theory of 'utter lack of
specific proof of 'serious difficulty
power to control.' But the court quickly
controlling behavior,"
altered its course, in In ra fliganuwsk,
"The unpublished case of In ra
and a series of other cases, the court
Msrtuis/lt [2000 Minn. App. LEXIS 973
explained that planning and deliberation
(Minn. App. 9/12/00)] can dispel any
could be consistent with 'utter lack of
lingering doubt about Crrnis meaning.
power to control.' (citing: In p
The United States Supreme Court, after
8,iganuwski 520 N,W.2d at 030: In re
granting certiorari, vacated the
/ilayfi'eldlBOS Minn. App. LEXIS 802, at *0:
Minnesota court's opinion [Hartiie/// Y.
In re Young, 1904 Minn. App. LEXIS 1159, at
*9]
Mdwesata. 534 U.S. 1180 (2002)]. The
Minnesota court had relied on the
"/nfl/.sgennwsl'/[ 020 N.W.2d at 5301
reasoning of a 1990 Minnesota Supreme
and Mayfield [1905 Minn. App. LEXIS 802.
Court case [Inrelfrishaiz 594 N.W.2d 887
at 11. the court decided that
(Minn. 960)] to read into the Minnesota
'uncontrollability' was consistent with
statute an implicit lack of control instead
'planning and controlled behavior.' In
of requiring proof of a lack of control as a
addition, the court made clear that it did
separate element that the state had to
not have in mind any sort of internal pain
prove for civil commitment of an SVP. [In
or internal struggle test In bath
ra Mart,is/h 2000 Minn. App. LEXIS 973,
,4d27/phson and lrwfri, the court appears
at *4.5 (citing In re lfr,ehs,z thil)] The
most impressed with the fact that the
Supreme Court remanded the case fur
individuals seamed to view their deviant
reconsideration in light of Crane On
sexual behavior as acceptable."
reconsideration, the Minnesota Court of
[At Footnote IBB, amplifying: "Thus, the
Appeals recognized that Crane requires a following passage from the opinion:
specific finding of 'lock of control based
"[Ala important factor in determining
an expert testimony tying that lack of
whether one has power to control sexual
control to a properly diagnosed mental
impulses is whether the parson feels he
abnormality or personality disorder
has a problem; if so, he at least has some
4

control since he knows that he is flawed,
and may be more vigilant in seeking
assistance ... Without this basic insight
appellant has the utter lack of control
required by Pearsn,z' In re Irwin 529
N.W.2d at 375; see also /nro,4du/plrsu17,
995 Minn. App. LEXIS 965.
"There is no suggestion in either
461,uhson or Irwin that the beliefs or
desires were so irrational, as opposed
to illegal and immoral, that they would
satisfy a cognitive based theory of
criminal responsibility. See Morse.
supra..."]
"The underlying theory is that the
consequences flawing from misbehavior
are so negative and, more importantly,
so patent, that all 'rational,' 'vnlitionally
able' individuals would have avoided the
misbehavior,
However, there are
convincing arguments that even this
narrowed integrated-self test is not o
meaningful account of volitional
dysfunction. It is not discriminative,
because virtually all repeat criminal
behavior fits this test. Thus, it fails to
discriminate between these who 'could
not' and these who merely 'did not'
control their behaviors." [emphases
supplied]
"[lIt is worth noting that some
decisions of the Court of Appeals appear
at least implicitly to adopt the
envirnn mental -consaquences theory.
These cases point out that the
defendant continued to engage in
criminal or anti-social activity despite
numerous sanctions for his bad
behavior. For example, in Patterson the
court referred, with apparent approval,
to the state hospital's report that
assumed that 'lack of power to control'
relates to choosing to commit the
offenses
despite
negative
consequences....
"If the court had hewed to this
environmental-consequences test, its
'utter lock of power to control'
jurisprudence might have had some
legitimizing discriminative power. But
the court's 1995 Toulnu decision [In re
Touloti; 1895 Minn. App. LEXIS 923, at *7]
demonstrates that the court had no
such narrowed test in mind. Turning the
theory on its heed, the court cited
Ton/oils conformance to external
stimuli as the central evidence
supporting the finding of 'utter lock of
power to control.' [emphasis in original]
"This analysis shows that the
concept of 'utter lack of power to
control,' as established by the
Minnesota Court of Appeals, has neither
discriminatory nor justificatory content.
Instead, the court relies on pseudoreasoning: statements purporting to
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sound like legal reasoning that are in
reality tautological and hence nunexplanatory."
The SPP element of lack of adequate
control" and Minnesota case law applying the
standard of "serious difficulty" in controlling
harmful sexual behavior presume such a lack
from the mere existence of a 'disorder" or
from a criminal record, in violation of
plaintiffs right to substantive due process.
Minnesota appellate case authority (e.g..
/nrg/lamep 948 N.W.2d 2811, 289-97 (Minn.
App. 20112); and Is re i/arza. 2008 WL
2888700 (Minn. App. 2008) has ruled that,
for purposes of the requisite element of lack
of 'adequate control" of sexual
impulses/behavior, an offender's history of
sexual conduct plus an expert witness'
conclusion that an SPP/SDP commitment
defendant has a high likelihood of future
dangerousness or that he has a
disorder/dysfunction," sufficiently fulfills
the element of lack of such adequate control.
"However, drawing a conclusion that the
defendant has a volitional impairment from
only a diagnosis and pest offense 'is at best
post hoc ergo propter hoc reasoning, and at
worst, a complete tautology." Janine
P,rrson "Construing Crane: (etc.) "180 II
Pa Z. Pev 1527,1552-53.
The editors of the DSM have also made
statements regarding the problem of
assuming lack of volitional impairment
because of a diagnosis of pedophilia (or any
OSM disorder for that matter). #16.,R1 9.
First H /i'obert 1. Ha/sn. "Use of DSM
Parephilio Diagnoses in Sexually Violent
Predator Cemmitment Cases," 38 1 Am.
Aced Psych,rtryl. 443, at 450 (21108);
"In lieu of a direct assessment of
volitional capacity, many SVP evaluations
have instead focused on the presence of
risk factors that predict future sexual
violence, on the assumption that those
who are scored as being at high risk of
sexually reoffending do so because of
difficulty controlling their behavior. The
validity of this approach has been
justifiably criticized. ... [Hjaving a high
risk of reoffending according to one of
these instruments does not also imply
that there is a mental abnormality
causing this high risk or that, even if
caused by a mental abnormality, there
also exists in the offender the requisite
volitional impairment in reference to
committing the offenses."
James N Cantor, "MRI Research on
Padophilia: What 4154 Members Should
Know," AT/iA Thrum (Fell 2008) (available at;
http://individual.utoronto.ca/james_cantor/
blog2.html). explains:
"We did not find any group
differences in the parts of the brain that
are known to relate to self-control or

impulsivity. That is, we found no evidence
to suggest that pedophilic men have a
neurological reason to be less capable of
controlling their behaviors than are men
who commit nonsexual crimes."
Implicit from this research, volitional
impairment can be ascertained by such MRI
studies; if brain parts are intact, there is no
impulsivity or volitional control problem,
This disproves any general link between
pedosexuality and any impulsivity or lack of
volitional control.
Margo (ap/an. seipr.,, discusses the role
that pedophilia/pedosexuelity plays in sex
offender commitment thus;
"...[1']he concept of volitional
impairment is highly questionable in both
law and psychiatry. Psychiatric literature
is rife with ambiguity and uncertainty
about the concept of volitional impairment
and self-control in general, and with
concerns about its use in SVP
proceedings.
"For these reasons, the APA cautioned
against assuming impaired impulse
control from a psychiatric diagnosis for
the sake of legal proceedings."
"Yet psychiatric research has not
demonstrated that paraphilic disorders
are associated with volitional impairment
or impulse control..,. Research has also
questioned the relationship between
pedophilic disorder and long-term
recidivism.
"Courts' willingness to assume
volitional impairment, despite lack of
evidence, may in fact be tied to the
disgust pedophilic disorder instills.
Historically, the determination that a
sexual urge creates on impulse control
problem has been linked to whether the
underlying interest is considered
acceptable. It was at one time commonly
accepted that individuals could suffer
from 'compulsive homosexuality' and
'compulsive masturbation' because samesex attraction and masturbation were in
themselves viewed as problematic.
Compulsive masturbators and compulsive
homosexuals began to disappear once
those behaviors were no longer seen as
signs or symptoms of psychopathology."
Similarly, courts may be presuming that
individuals with sexual interest in children
must lack control over their actions.
"...SVP statutes allow civil commitment
of individuals who are able to understand
and control their actions based on fear of
the decisions they will make. This
undermines the justifications central to
the constitutionality of civil commitment.
"...SVP statutes use mental illness to
civilly commit individuals who can
rationally choose their behavior. An
individual in the throes of sexual interest

does not act on reflex. He feels an
interest, forms an intent, and acts on it.
Refusing to engage in the sexual activity
might be more difficult for an individual
who desires it than for an individual who
does not in that the former will suffer
from frustration, tension, or loneliness.
But these negative consequences do not
prevent the individual from controlling his
actions.... A desire is simply a desire
there is no literal physical compulsion,
as there is in cases of reflex, spasm and
the like."
Thomas F Zender "Civil Commitment
without Psychosis; (etc.) "I Jour LiiSexual
Lifiender F/wi Fommitment; Sc,nca and the
Lewl7, at 85(2005). addresses the concept
of "volitional impairment" in its application in
sex offender commitment cases as follows;
"...floren's volitional impairment theory
that parephilie 'overwhelms the
individual's ability to consider various
and
options
consequences'
is
unsupported by the diagnostic criteria or
text of the OSM-IV-TR, or by the scholarly
literature. ... In fact, the manual cautions
diagnosticians as follows;
The fact that an individual's
presentation meets the criteria for a
DSM-IV diagnosis does not carry any
necessary implication regarding the
individual's degree of control over the
behaviors that may be associated with
the disorder....'
"...{D]iognosticions may resort to
inappropriate post hoc reasoning that,
because the exeminee has repeated say
crimes, he or she must have a volitional
impairment. Such reasoning requires
ignoring all of the evidence of the
exeminee's ability to control his or her
behavior, such as by concealing the
crime, being selective about when and
against whom he committed it in order to
avoid detection, etc.......
Indeed, there really isn't any known way
to assess how much "volitinnality" (control)
any given sex offender has. As il?L. Jackson
at a!, "The Adequacy and Accuracy of
Sexually Violent Predator Evaluations;
(etc.) "3 Int'L I of Forensic Mental Health
115. 128 (2004) determined, .....No variables
on either the actuarial methods or the
structured clinical methods allow the
clinician to draw conclusions regarding the
.volitionality of the offender's behavior."
Nonetheless, in fact, ilarsa. at *8,
reduced the self-control issue to just one
non sequitur presumption; "[hf there is
clear and convincing evidence that appellant
is highly likely to reoffend, than there is clear
and convincing evidence that he is unable to
control his sexual impulses." This defies the
apt observations made by Stephen Mcrsein
"Blame and Danger; An Essay on Preventive

Detention," 78 Boston!! 1. Rex'. 113 (19911) at
124: "How could the low broaden the class of
nonresponsible agents?
First, it could
assume that anyone who would unjustifiably
hurt another person must be irrational and
thus nonrespunsible. Such an assumption
collapses the categories of madness and
badness, sickness and evil, and evidences a
failure of nerve about the very possibility of
objective criteria for rationality and moral
judgment." In Minnesota. Sane did exactly
that. At p. 141. Nurse concludes: "The civil
commitment of sexual predators. who are
responsible and are not especially likely to
reoffond compared to other types of violent
offenders, weakens rather than reinforces
the traditional civil/criminal confinement
distinction. The indefinite civil detention of
responsible but dangerous sexual predators
might provide some social safety at great
expense, but only by undermining the liberty
the law usually accords to responsible
citizens. Medicalization of violent sexual
predation is legal prestidigitation that wrongly
justifies the unjustifiable."

A PredispositionDoes Not
a Lack ofAdequate Coiitro/ Make.
State v Posadu. 889 N.Y.S. 2d 3119, 38283 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2009), succinctly explains;
"The two concepts of predisposition and
volition are separate and distinct, like apples
and oranges. A disorder, like peduphilia,
might predispose someone to the commission
of sex offenses, but the offender might have a
great degree of control over the
predisposition." (emphases added)
"There is no reliable basis to distinguish
between those [sex offenders,] who offend
because of a 'mental abnormality or
personality disorder' and those who offend
because they choose to " John A Fennel
"Punishment by Another Name; (etc.) "35
New England I on Crhri. S C/v. Cunficemen
37, at 38(2008). At pp. 44-48, Tense
explains. applying this to pedophilio:
"No conclusions about an individual's
volitional impairment should be inferred
from a pedophihia diagnosis alone. A
pedophile may or may not choose to offend
against a child.
"...[T]here is no reliable basis for
distinguishing between an irresistible
impulse and an impulse not resisted. If an
offender can resist the impulse but
chooses not to, the offender is just a
typical recidivist. As such, the offender
falls out of the legal reach of civil
commitment laws.
"Note that the experts resort to
speculating about unverifiable subjective
mental states instead of providing
scientific accounts of mental defects, ...In
so doing, the expert leaves us with no
principled way to distinguish between the
(Continued on page 6)

whether the defendant has serious difficulty
offender who chooses to offend and the controlling his behavior." (Crams. at 534 U.S.
offender who lacks the control necessary 4)3). Pirsoir notes that Justice Scalia's
dissent in Crams "would have held that a
to resist.
"if the irresistible impulse cannot he finding of a lack of control is inherent in the
distinguished from the impulse not finding of a mental abnormality that caused
resisted, how can the seriously difficult- future dangerousness." (citing Crams, at
to-control impulse be distinguished from 420). PJvrsmx. at 1537, complains that
states
with
sex-offender
the impulse controlled without serious certain
difficulty? The distinction cannot even he commitment legislation have essentially
articulated, yet experts continue to claim disregarded this requirement of Crams and
they can divine the difference. They tell have instead "adopted Justice Scalia's
convincing stories, yet they lack access dissent as the law." Minnesota. per /11 re
to the thoughts of the offender. The only 15rney 648 N.W,2d 250, 266-87 (Minn. App.
internally consistent way to commit 2002), albeit before Cr8115 effectively is one
recidivists is to contend that simply being of these states, since if'ama,yis still cited as
a recidivist indicates a serious difficulty valid law on this point, in tacit disregard of
controlling deviant sexual impulses, ruling Cr8118 See, e.g., Ii, re gurza 2508 WI
out the possibility that recidivists choose 2883700, at 8 (2008).
Pierson clarifies even more succinctly:
to offend. This hermetically sealed
explanation surely reaches too far, "An offender who wants to act on his desires
enabling state experts to label all in certain situations and accordingly dens so
recidivists [HSI sufferers of mental is able to exercise self-control in those
abnormalities or personality disorders." situations and is therefore not eligible for
civil commitment (but should only be
(emphasis supplied)
181117a/cites this incisive passage from relegated to the criminal justice system if
Bruc.s J Ii'k 'Sex Offender Law in the and when he commits a crime)." In SPP/SDP
lSOBs: (etc.) '4 Psythv/, Pith. Pii/'j'SL. cases, there is never any allegation or proof
that the commitment defendant did not wont
505. 524-25 (lOSS):
"People diagnosed with pedaphilia do to act on his desires in committing any crime
not molest children in the presence of he has been alleged to have committed.
PIsrsllfl also complains of state sexpolice officers or in other situations
presuntinq a high likelihood of offender commitment statutes (including
apprehension. Rather, they act with Minnesota's) that "[hip requiring that a
stealth, deception, and premeditation in defendant have a mental disorder that
an effort to avoid detection. This is causes volitional impairment, these statutes
purposeful, planned, and goal-directed suggest that mental disorders and volitional
conduct,
not
spontaneous
and impairment go hand-in-hand. This
uncontrollable action or action that is suggestion opens the door for the foot-finder
substantially beyond the individual's to conflate the two concepts rather than
ability to avoid. Although some conditions properly keeping the concepts analytically
may be said to deprive people of the distinct." (Id. at 1545-48).
In foot, Ha//p .4. H'//sr at al., "Sexually
ability to control their behavior - at
times. nchizonhrenia, major depression. Violent Predator Evaluations: (etc.) " 29
Touretta's syndrome, and multiple law 6'//ijnian8ahaw&2B. 45(2005), notes
personality will qualify - padophilia and that "[i]n addition to the lock of agreed upon
other paraphilias do not seam to have this methodology to assess 'inability to control.'
effect. It may be sensible to classify the at present there is no consistently utilized
paraphilias as mental disorders for definition of just what is being assessed."
In sum, because /11 m's ,8vn7ey only
various purposes - for example, for
clinical reasons or fop the purpose of requires a prediction of future likelihood of
making employment decisions, such as recidivism and diagnosis of some disorder,
whether to hire a grade school teacher - the SPP/SOP law is in violation of A'sasss v.
but when the purpose involved is civil Crsflds requirement of e separate finding on
commitment, these conditions should not the issue of whether the commitment
qualify. They neither render individuals defendant has serious difficulty in controlling
incompetent to engage in rational his behavior merely from prediction of
decision making nor make them unable to future likelihood recidivism and such a
resist their strong desires to molest diagnosed disorder. This violation and this
children or otherwise to act out sexually." presumption deprive Plaintiffs of their right
to substantive due process by thus
(citations omitted).
As noted by Janine Pierson, in eliminating a constitutionally required
"COIISfrL//'/g Cramp.!' (etc.), supra. at ISO II element.
MSDP detainees all know that the only
Pa 1, Hsr 1530, "Cc'amismandates that states
require a separate finding on the issue of true standard of such dangerousness for
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commitment purposes is whether one so
utterly locks control of his own actions in the
moment (volitional impairment) that, in that
moment, he certainly will act upon an
impulse that he simply cannot resist.
Only a few among all 730 who now still
survive in MSOP can be fairly argued to lack
such self-control. Because that standard of
lack of volitional control is already within the
parameters of commitment under
Minnesota's commitment law for those who
are "mentally ill and dangerous," and since
such compulsion to act on an impulse is
defined as a symptom of mental illness,
those few can be committed under that
statute; there is no need for a commitment
statute specific only to sex offenders,
On the contrary, sex crimes are almost
always the subject of extensive pre-planning
and even long-term preceding actions (think:
grooming, for instance) aimed at setting up
an ideal opportunity for the crime(s) to
follow. No matter how deplorable anyone
finds that conduct, it is the absolute
antithesis of lack of self-control. While one
may argue that such deviousness and
plotting call for harsh criminal penalties, it is
illogical to argue that such cunning shows
impaired volitional control. Thus, the
resistance to mass release of the rest of us,
who never had any such problem of control
of our actions in any situation, is clearly the
product of emotional reaction, rather than
any process of dispassionate reasoning.

decades, is in complete defiance of the
complexity theory, and therefore is
inherently doomed to inaccuracy. Human
future behavior cannot be reliably predicted
by probabilities.
Er,'a flaather-/'uollas aimd Edgar Sara/aiO('"Uanger at the Edge of Chaos: Predicting
Violent Behavior in a Post-Oaubert World."
24 Cardozo L il7ev. 1845 (May 2003), explain
the application of this complexity principle
thus:
(p. 885): "Complexity Theory and the
Problem of Prediction
"Predictions in closed systems are
always highly contingent, and human
behavior is on ambleniatic complex
system. 'A complex adaptive system is a
collection of individual agents with
freedom to act in ways that are not
always totally predictable, and whose
actions are interconnected so that one
agent's actions changes the context for
other agents.' The principles of
complexity theory have largely replaced
deterministic notions of causation in
biology, and some aspects of physics as
well. Complexity theory explains that we,
as individuals, are interacting parts of a
complex world, we have numerous
interactions with our environment, and
the instigator of our actions, the brain
itself, is a complex organ.
11

Chaos & The
Complexity Theory:
The Impossibility of
Predicting Future
Human Actions
Precise predictions of human individual
behavior are scientifically impossible
because human behavior is a paradigmatic
complex system. Complexity theory explains
that human individuals are interacting parts
of a complex world, interacting with our
environment and other humans, and that
each brain originating behavior is itself a
complicated organ.
Human experience, including both day-today experience and internal processes, is
utterly dynamic, fluid, and unpredictably
variable. Future behavior is a result of so
many factors, many unknown, and some even
unknowable, that predicting anyone's
behavior, even lust over the next several
days, is as challenging, if not more so, than
predicting the whether accurately for that
same period.
Predictions of individual behavior over as
little as the ensuing six months, let alone
over the course of several years, or even
6

"Interactions of complex systems
simply cannot be predicted far in advance
with any accuracy. We cannot predict the
occurrence of an idea or the behavior
that results from it any more than we can
predict next week's weather. We can
discern regular patterns of weather
which recur under particular conditions,
but the weather will change in
unpredictable ways when any of the
underlying conditions change. The
problem is twa-fold; first, small errors in
determining the original conditions (i.e.,
the predictors) may yield large errors in
calculating expected outcomes: and
second, even when the properties of the
individual components are understood,
the behavior of a system with many
interacting components is inherently
unpredictable.
(Continued on page 7)
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"Complexity theory explains the
notorious difficulty of predicting violent
storms. As one judge noted, 'A weather
forecast is a classic example of a
prediction of indeterminate reliability, and
a place peculiarly open to debatable
decisions.... Weather predictions foil on
frequent occasions. Why should this he
so? The weather is a classic case of
chaotic behavior (where smell errors in
measurement of initial conditions give
rise to grossly inaccurate predictions)
and emergent phenomena (where many
components interact). Weather is due to
'the behavior of the gases that make up
the earths atmosphere under the
influence of the rotation of the earth and
the suns radiant energy. Although the
atmosphere obeys the equations of fluid
dynamics and should therefore be
determinable, it also is governed by the
nonlinear dynamics of the Lorenz
attractor, a mathematical description of
the trajectories of motion of atmospheric
flow in three dimensions. As a result, the
weather patterns display both order and
chaos. Whet this means in terms of
predictability is that weather predictions
are fairly accurate for the next day, but
fall off rapidly for three-day forecasts,
and become highly chaotic after six days.

"The importance of measuring relevant
information is stressed in complexity
theory, In weather prediction, for
example, 'over I0,000 land-based stations
and hundreds of ships collect weather
information daily at six-hour intervals.'
Feedback about prediction is crucial. In
addition to the weather stations, there
are satellites, balloons, aircraft, and
human spotters making daily
observations, and funneling them to one
of several meteorological centers. These
centers generate regional reports, which
are then adopted to local conditions. A
huge amount of information is generated
and analyzed at frequent intervals,
something unlikely to be achieved in
human behavior.
"This illustrates an important failing of
the actuarial future dangerousness
instruments. None of the actuarial

instruments incorporates any of the
biological information about violence.
Given what we know about the importance
of measuring initial conditions in
complexity theory, this is a huge gap. All
the available actuarial instruments, even
the best would be more predictive if they
also assessed biological information
about the brain. Those factors would
include 'physiological measures and
assessments of neurocegnitive function
and how individuals process emotional
information.'
"Moreover, even using all available
data, there are limits to prediction. There
are three reasons for these limits.
"First, the human brain is the premier
example of nonlinearity: that is, there is
no predictable relationship between
cause and effect. The brain itself is
composed of multiple interacting and selfregulating physiological systems including
biochemical and neuroendocrine feedback
loops, which influence human behavior
partly through an internal set of
responses and partly through adaptive
responses to new stimuli from the
environment, forming a web of interacting
systems that are dynamic and fluid.
"Second, an individual's conduct
results from both internal stimuli and
environmental stimuli, including a web of
relationships effecting beliefs,
expectations, and behavior.
"Third, individuals and their immediate
social relationships are further embedded
within wider social, political, and cultural
systems that are continuously
interacting; nature, nurture, and notions
of free will all interact in a way that can
only be considered probabilistic. The
equilibrium of each of these systems can
be radically altered by seemingly
inconsequential stimuli.
"Thus, no matter how accurate the
instrument, it will be impossible to predict
particular individual's behavior. The
most that can be said is a probabilistic
statement for the group within which the
individual fits. Why, then, would anyone
propose that actuarial instruments be
used for predicting violence? If the best
that can be achieved is the contingent
reliability of weather predictions, is that
reliable enough to sentence someone to
death? The best that can be said is that
actuarial instruments may improve on the
woeful inadequacy of clinical predictions."
Parenthetically, "actuarial risk
assessment" ("ARA") applied to sex
offenders, does not even derive an
individual's probability of re-offense. It
merely reports a percentage statistic
representing the number of other sex
offenders in the past thought to share a few

yes/no historical events with the offender at
hand who later committed another sax
offense. Even were ARA instruments capable
of reporting a high percentage of likelihood
of sexual re-offense - say 75 out of 100
other offenders - there is no way to know
whether the offender at hand will reoffend,
or may be among the other 25 who do not.
This is sheer guessing.
As a corollary of the allegations of the
immediately preceding paragraph, the claim,
often asserted by expert witnesses for the
prosecution in sax-offender commitment
trials in Minnesota, that "the past is the best
predictor of the future," is scientifically
baseless. Without any actual correlation to
sex crime recidivism, this claim merely a
veiled way of expressing that, since the
commitment defendant committed a sex
crime or crimes previously, he is inherently
highly likely to commit another sex crime
upon release.
Were this true, all statistics reporting low
sex offender recidivism would have to be
incorrect, such that every sex offender
would be a future recidivist. In point of fact,
sex-offense recidivism rates have
plummeted drastically in recent years to a
mere 3.2% over 8.4 years pest-release for
all released sax offenders in Minnesota. This
alone clearly belies such claims that the past
is prologue to the future. In foot, these
actual figures prove that it certainly is not.
Now, let's put this into a context closer to
the realities of attempting to use ARA to
predict sexual re-offense. Imagine an
auditorium in which 1,000 sex offenders of all
ages are seated. Now imagine that ten
experts thoroughly versed in ARA use as to
sex offenders are surveying the sex-offender
audience from the stage. Since the current
average rate of recidivism is 3.2%, it is
reasonable to assume that 32 of this group
of LOUD sex offenders will reoffend. Ask
each of these tan experts to identify the
specific sex offenders who will rooffend.
Each will respond that ARA does not provide
any means to reach such a conclusion.
If pressed to make specific predictions
nonetheless, the aggregate rate of
inaccuracy of these predictions would
average 86.8% wrong - pure chance in
action. Effectively, if 1,000 sex offenders
were committed on the strength of this
prediction. 908 of them would have been
committed despite the fact that they never
would commit a sex crime again, simply to
ensure commitment of the more 32 who
would do so. Such large-scale deprivation of
liberty upon nothing more than such
guesswork is pure tyranny.
As a separate point limiting ARA utility,
consider that the ARA choice of predictive
scoring factors does not account for
variance in sexual recidivism, leading to
7

massive inaccuracy. A'fr/,s-sa llami/Irnz in
"Public Safety, Individual Liberty. and
Suspect Science: Future Dangerousness
Assessments and Sex Offender Laws," 83
Tpmp/.g I. Abn' 897 (Spring. 2011). at 728,
deriving the variance of the Static-99's
correlation coefficient determined that only
10% of the variance in sexual recidivism in
the development sample used in the Static99 is explained by any or all of the scoring
factors of the Static-09. Hami/tunobsarves,
'...[TJhis means that 90% of what helps
influence sex-offense recidivism is based on
other factors."
Next, using the U.S. Dept. of Justice's sexcrime recidivism base rote (5.3%). and an
"ROE" (receiver operator characteristic)
rating of .70, Hamilton determined that, as to
its predictive accuracy, the Static-99 will be
wrong 8 times out of ID. (Id. p. 731)
(emphases supplied).
This confirms that making any predictions
of future commission of crime is not just
sheer guesswork, it is guesswork that is
statistically doomed to inherent error in
almost all cases. Given that incarceration
under guise of civil commitment based on
any
j guesswork is tyranny, permanent
incarceration as claimed "commitment"
through use of such inherently wildly
incorrect guesses is an inexcusable absolute
atrocity.

A Modest
Proposal to the
DHS
I had an interesting encounter recently.
Steven Sawyer, who is currently acting as a
consultant to the DHS concerning
suggestions for changes to MSDP treatment
was sitting in on a treatment "core group" I
was attending, observing and taking notes.
It just so happened that I had brought with
me that day the following proposal of my own
for a complete replacement of 'treatment'
here. I had no idea that Sawyer would be
present, nor did I have any idea who he was
or what he was doing there before he
introduced himself.
I had intended to present the proposal,
since it had been prepared in response to a
module assignment. As things unfolded in
that day's core group, there WBS no time
remaining for me to make that presentation.
Nonetheless, it occurred to me that
Sawyer could use my suggestion in
preparing his own suggestions. Hence, at
the close of that session. I explained that
document to him, and attempted to give him
a copy for that purpose.
However, he refused to receive and
consider this document, saying that doing so

(Continued from page 7)

would be inconsistent with his 'role"
Apparently, MSOP treatment participants are
excluded from having any input to how
treatment should be structured and
performed here. This refusal to consider
our views in considering changes in
treatment is indicative of the high-handed
operation of MSDP's "Clinical" department.
We are certainly in the best (and most
honest!) position to advise treatment staff as
to what appears to have positive effects, and
conversely, whet doesn't help at all, and in
fact, in certain instances is seriously
counter-therapeutic, or simply just a total
waste of time.
But rather than make changes comporting
with our views, MSOP simply throws large
sums at such 'consultants, whose reel role
is merely to make suggestions for trivial
tweaks, thereby appearing to imply that by
their lights, most things In MSOP 'treatment'
are just fine. And so they are -" if we are to
be permanently incarcerated in this jokeunder-subterfuge.
Nonetheless, at least we can and should
discuss among ourselves what might qualify
as useful treatment modalities. We all know
that MSOP au -called "treatment" really isn't:
and worse, that it is a cover to disguise that
what is actually transpiring here is simply a
slow-motion death penalty of each of us in
turn, as we get old and die here for lack of
any earnest release potential.
The alleged treatment here is simply a
never-ending merry-go-round of talk
therapies ostensibly designed to completely
transform us from the ground up as utterly
different persons before we can ever be
considered "safe" to release. This is a hot,
steaming pile, as we all know.
If we are ever to get out of here through
treatment, then treatment most be real and
must be brief and must be limited to the
main points that are likely to inhibit sexual
reoff end ing.
The latest MSOP annual performance
report casts the impression that everything
is perfect and beautiful in MOUP. However,
as the foregoing shows, nothing could be

farther from the truth.
MSOP embraces cognitive behavioral
therapy (DOT") as its centerpiece of
treatment of sex offenders. In a nutshell,
CDT seeks to change one's thinking about the
nature of sex crimes and thereby, through
the natural process of cognitive dissonance,
to change sex offenders' behavior from
sexual offending to living a crime-free
lifestyle. To try to change a sex offender's
thinking, the typical combination of
punishments and rewards of "behavioral"
treatment are imposed upon each offender.
In other words, COT is simply a rewrite of
traditional "brainwashing" from Korean War
days and the War in Vietnam. However,
despite years of such brainwashing
(especially in the latter war), as soon as the
brainwashed were released to return home,
all vestiges of such supposed cognitive and
behavioral changes disappeared, and the
victims returned to life as before, with
resumption of previous attitudes, often more
emphatically held and expressed. In short, in
the long run brainwashing is an utter failure.
This realization is probably why sex
offender commitment programs elsewhere
in the country are now largely in the process
of giving up an DOT. See ,/aea,'f.er £
SchflehlffretaL, "SOCCPFI Annual Survey of
Sax Offender Civil Commitment Programs
2014," S9Z'K'PA San Diego, Oct. 27, 2014 (The
percentage of treatment programs in use in
the various commitment programs that use
"cognitive behavioral" treatment as an
"organizing principle" of their treatment
program (as does MSOP) has fallen by half
since 21107 (2007: 80%; 2014: 47%). No
other treatment program takes several
years or more to have any claimed effect on
its participants. Such authorities elsewhere
are doing so even though there is no 'magic
bullet cure' of a replacement treatment
program. Obviously, authorities in other
states have tired of paying for similar
programs that, like MSOP, engage in many
years or even decades of treatment only to
announce that it has had no effect or
insufficient affect to declare its participants
now 'safe enough' to release. Thus, such
treatment programs in other states actually
have substantial release numbers annually,
whereas MSOP has almost none - over.
Continuation of the MSOP so-called
treatment program is nothing but everthinner attempted cover for what amounts to
permanent detention of sax offenders as
extended punishment for their past crimes.
Even the very notion that such detention is
needed as "preventive" against similar
future crimes has now been completely
dashed against the rocks of science, given
that most of these former sex offenders are
now in their late fifties and beyond. The
recidivism statistics clearly reveal that this

category in particular is comprised of those
least likely to aver sexually reoffend in the
future, and that such likelihood is so low as
to be measurable in the low single-digit
percentages of probability, if not even lower
still.
As all survivors of brainwashing and cults
will tall you, the good news is that it really
isn't possible in any event to utterly turn
someone into someone else. Specific to our
predicament, it isn't possible to change or to
extinguish one's sexual orientation. The idea
that treatment should be about trying to
subdue one's sexual orientation to near
extinction levels is both barbaric and futile
(and that futility, which is blamed upon the
'patient,' serves as an excuse for nonrelease for decades, until old age renders
the matter moot).
With this preface in mind, please consider
the following:
The image of serial commission of sex
crimes upon numerous stranger victims
applies to very few in MSOP. Any sex crime
or crimes committed by those present within
MSOP occurred no more recently than
several years ago most well more than a
decode ago, and some two decades ago or
more distant than that in the pest. Some
confined in MSOP do not have a past sex
crime at all. Others committed their only sex
crime as a juvenile. Therefore, to label
someone in MSOP as a "sex offender,"

implying a present intent to commit sax
crimes, is simply incorrect.
At various times, MSOP has referred to
those within its confinement facilities as
"patients," "residents," and "clients." None
of these terms are accurate in any
meaningful sense.
With only rare exception, none of us is
'mentally ill"; therefore we are not
"patients," any more than MSUPs facilities
can be called "hospitals." (Most assuredly,
they are no such thing, they are detention
facilities, simply with some so-called
'treatment' slathered on top for appearances
sake.)
We are not "residents" - a term that
inherently implies a matter of choice. We
are detained by order of the State of
Minnesota. Were it not for such involuntary
8

detention, almost none of us would remain
hero.
Lastly, to call us clients is as laughable as
to suggest that concentration camp inmates
of World War II were "guests" of the SS.
THE I3REILJND CONCEPT:
If MSOP Is to Continue at All, Its Treatment
(as Described Below) Should Be Brief and
Directly to the Paint of Convincing Treated
Sax Offenders Not to Attempt to Commit Any
Further Sex Crimes.
"Treatment" of sex offenders, properly
understood, isn't what is commonly
understood as treatment at all. There is no
meaningful role for either individual
psychoanalytical treatment or "group
therapy" (especially whore, as does MSOP,
rapists are 'homogenized' in groups-incommon with poduphiles, since the
motivations and dynamics that divide these
two groups are vast and utterly
inconsistent).
In the federal class action case, Karsj'us
Y. ksswa the District Court, Finding 83
determined that motivation to participate in
treatment is reduced by the lack of clear
guidelines for treatment completion and of
projected time lines far phase progression.
Reciprocally, the OLA Report found lack of
motivation to be a barrier to progression in
MSOP treatment. Slow movement through
the program was found by Site Visit Auditors
to cause demoralization, increased
hopelessness, and reduced motivation and
engagement, [Sea also U. McCulloch
testimony, Trial Jr. v. I, p. 84. II. 17-21, p. 102,
II. B-B] Dr. Viatanen testified that she was
ethically troubled by her experiences as a
treatment therapist in MSOP because
"clients didn't move forward or move out,
and that it didn't seem possible to do
treatment in a way that was going to result
in a positive outcome, i.e., returning to the
community." (Trial Tn., a. ID. p. 2288).
Finding 100 noted that some ('lOOP
detainees have stopped participating in
treatment, despite satisfying phase
progression requirements, because they
knew it was futile and they would never be
released. Some detainees far over twenty
years have completed the treatment
program three times, but now are only in
Phase II, simply because of later treatment
program changes.
The estimate of a current 80-85%
treatment participation rate among MSOP
detainees would not be tree were it not for
DOG ISR requirements that each parolee
committed to MSOP participate in treatment
as a condition at not being revoked and
returned to prison. If this extortionate
requirement did not exist, most parolees
under commitment to MSOP would cease
participating in treatment. Also, most who
(Continued on page 9)
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are under that compulsion to undergo
treatment do so in name only, seldom, if
over, attending core group therapy sessions:
effectively, this is simply remaining a
refusenik indirectly. Rather than address
the failings of their treatment program that
cause this lack of earnest participation,
MSOP Clinical officials merely apply the lash
of withdrawal of eligibility for paid work in
retaliation for 'not playing the treatment
game' with MSOP treatment staff and
thereby contributing to the false appearance
of a treatment program successfully moving
participating detainees through. In essence,
you are simply being used as an automaton
used to further this false appearance being
purveyed to legislators and to courts. None
of this is about letting you go, nor will this
ever be its result. Further, when a detainee
continues to decline to meaningfully
participate in treatment, MSOP, conspires
with DOD officials to retaliate by revoking the
parole of that detainee, regardless of his
statutory right to decline to participate in
MSOP treatment.
The fact that MSOP clinical officials have
not yet grasped any of the foregoing
fundamental facts demonstrates the
hopelessness of simply developing' or
"odjusting" current treatment regimens.
What is needed is complete replacement of
the entire MSOP theory of sex offender
treatment.
THE SPECIFIC PROPOSAL
What should replace the current
conceptualization is a starkly contrasting
model of simple, short, candid indoctrination,
with completely voluntary adjunctive therapy
held out for those who express a need or
compelling desire for it, in order to ensore
their personal non-reoffending after release.
The standard indoctrination should consist of
two branches;
I. A short course of education into the
physical, cognitive, and emotional facts of
sexuality, from the perspective of victims,
both adult and child. The emphasis hare is
upon convincing the offenders in this study
of the often devastating consequences to
victims of their actions and of the
impossibility of avoiding infliction of that
devastation while continuing to commit sex
crimes.
2. A short, simple examination of the
massive array of monitoring, surveillance,
investigation, and apprehension agencies,
their countless, highly dedicated personnel,
and their techniques, including high-tech
tools, all poised to ensure that no released
SEX offender will be able to sexually reoffand,
and that, when any move toward such
perpetration is detected, or when any

attempt is mode to evade supervision or
registration, the offender will face immediate
arrest and many years of further
imprisonment.
This proposed regimen, easily designed
for maximum impact, combined with such
post-release measures (which, if only by
default, are currently performed very
conscientiously by every police department
of any area in which any sex offender
resides or works, or which he frequents).
will ensure non-reoffense far more
effectively than 20 years of current MSOPstyle 'treatment' aimed at impossibilities and
ending only in extreme frustration and rage.
Consider that numerous legal
commentators have objected to sex offender
commitment legislation and its
administration in practice as a deliberate
erosion of the criminal justice process as a
means of dealing with crime. Effectively, the
main precept of the sex offender
commitment movement is that sex offenders
cannot be deterred by the penalties of the
criminal law or the likelihood of getting
caught for their sex crimes. However, in
reality, sex crime statistics show that the
incidence of sex crimes, and more
particularly, recidivistic sex crimes, has
plunged precipitously - literally appearing to
fall off a cliff on graphic charts. This is true
of Minnesota, as well as elsewhere.
The time period over which this reduction
in sex crimes occurred closely tracks that
same period in which criminal penalties in
Minnesota were repeatedly drastically
escalated multiple times (as a matter of
sentencing guidelines, for instance).
Moreover, during that same period, efforts
to investigate sex crimes greatly increased,
including the wide availability of DNA PCR
technology making crime-scene DNA
comparisons to sex offender databases
easily and fairly cheaply possible for the first
time. Therefore, it seams quite clear that
the reduction in sex crime incidence, and
especially a reduction in recidivistic sex
crimes, is due to deterrence through fear of
detection, apprehension, and criminal
punishment
In other words, contrary to the asserted
predictions at the time of the 1994 MOCTA in
Minnesota, criminal deterrence now works
admirably at preventing sex offenses, and
particularly at deterring sex-crime
recidivism. In this light, the claimed
justification for a need to override the
primacy of the criminal law as to recidivistic
sex crimes has now been proven to be
incorrect. It follows that MSOP commitment
simply is not necessary for purposes of
preventive detention. It simply should be
brought to on end now.
At the very most, the MSOP program
should be limited to a short maximum period

of treatment in confinement. Such treatment Media Policy, is the original reason for filing
should consist of the pragmatic matters the lawsuit. Along the way. it was strongly
suggested above. Depend this there simply suggested that the 2007 Media Policy be
is no science to support any existing claimed
therapies.'
* ** * * ** *

Status Update on the
Stone Media Lawsuit
/ssu,qs that are befri,q worked on in iriedth
lawsuit (Stone v lesson -CV-l/-i795/)
by Charles R. Stone
Plaintiff has alleged in his Complaint that
Defendants:
I. violated the First, Fourth and Fourteenth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution:
2. have violated the Kruger Settlement:
3, deny access to movies that were
permitted now prohibited (As of March
2017, 415movies of which 105 are rated 13,
PG, P0-13);
4. deny access to certain catalogs and
newspapers (The Star Gazette, Pine
Journal, Askax American, The St. Peter
Herald and The Mankato Free Press)
(Media Possession by Clients 420-5230 01-18-17):
5. unreasonably restrict access to books.
magazines:
G. unreasonably restrict speech and
association (correspondence: Telephone
and Visiting):
7. unreasonably restrict access to video
games (Limited to 'grondfathered in
PlayStation Doe's and X-Box games and
controllers):
8. unconstitutionally apply section 017.241:
and
9. unreasonably restrict access to DVDs.
DOs, Videos, patient (Client) owned
personal computers and equipment (Kept
in Client's rooms), internet, and the ability
to record from cable T.V.
Minnesota Assistant Attorney General
Office, Aaron Winter, submitted answer to
Plaintiff's Complaint and admitted:
I. Defendants affirmatively state that the
2007 Media Policy is not the current
policy, and that MSOP staff follow the
current policy. (Media Possession by
Clients 420-5230 - 01-18-17. 25)
2.Defendants affirmatively state that
neither the 2007 Media Policy or the
referenced list are the current policy, and
that MSOP staff follow the currant policy.
(Media Possession by Clients 420-5230 01-18-17, 38)
3.Kevin Moser's response March 8. 2011,
was 'Isn't Kruger dead? That policy no
longer applies.", the MN AD Office stated:
"Defendants admit only that Defendant
Moser wrote the response" (id. 54)
Because MSOP is not using the 2007
9

updated to current technology standards (i.e.
DVD-Recordars, limited Internet access since most companies are switching over to
online ordering only, etc.)
I received a "Pro-trial Scheduling order"
that outlines when and what is to be
submitted before the tentative trial date of
November 30, 2017:
I. Added parties by June 30, 2017:
2.Discovery by July 31, 2017:
3.Non-dispositive motions, specifically
those which relate to discovery and the
discovery period, shall be filed and
served, including any memorandum of law
and all supporting documents, on or
before August 31, 2017;
4. dispositive motions, including any
memorandum of law and all supporting
documents, shall bu filed and served on or
before September 20, 2017:
5. This case shall be ready for trial as of
November 30. 2017.
I will be resubmitting an Appointment of
Counsel Request, as the Court showed how
to correct the issues from the first one, and
(will be adding parties by June 30, 2017.

********

Let Freedom Ring:
Let Us Go!

For this, the upcoming 228th annual
celebration of the ratification of the United
(Continued on page 10)

(Continued from pace 9)
States Constitution which, when respected
by public officials, provides to all the defense
of liberty that the Founding Fathers specified
so clearly, we join the universal honoring of
this holiday snored to all Americans.
We start by recalling the spirit of the The
Statue of Liberty. formally titled
Liberty Enlightening the World

'nanc,'nt lands. yoursturidpompi'

or,vs she
I1'th silent 4ns 91ye me your ffr'ed your
poor
iiur huddled masses yearnhig to
breathe free.
The wretchedre/use a/your teeming chore.
Sendthase the home/ass, tempest-test
tame,
I//ft my lamp beside the go/den door!"
(Final lines of its dedication plaque. from
"The New Colossus" by Emma Lazarus)
We 735 who have been incarcerated here
in MSflP'e two locations, some fur as many
as the entire 23 years since its inception,
honor the ED additional souls who have died
hare over those years.
In any other context than commitment,
the longest sex offender treatment
programs are designed to be completed
within three years. There is no reason to
think that such treatment could not be done
during an offender's time in prison, if
deemed to be indispensable.
In contrast, after more than twenty years
in MSUP operation, almost no one is declared
to have successfully completed treatment,
and only one MSOP detainee has been
unconditionally released.
We direct the following request to the
legislators, judges, and administrators who
have countenanced, counseled, directed, and
carried out our senseless, barbaric,
incarceration under this imprisonment under
false guise of "civil commitment" all these

years.
Collectively, you are, or have no excuse
not to be, aware from the Ker.cjvnscase that
what passes for "treatment" here in MSDP is
simply the bizarrest of shams, the obvious
intent and undeniable effect has been to
merely cast a thin claim of some fictional
necessity to keep us incarcerated only for
political appearances. This is intolerable in
any liberty-loving land,
Through this newsletter and the fi/adden
case (also in Federal court and "related" to
the Karsjews case), you are also aware of
admitted and undeniable facts that establish
that the so-called "Sexually Dangerous
Persons" low is untenable for the following
reasons that demolish the claimed elements
required for commitment under it:
I. The claimed "dangerousness" of 'IUIJ%
recidivism' relied upon to enact that
statute is an utter myth. The contrary,
unquestionable fact, confirmed in all
modern statistics, is that sex-crime
recidivism is the lowest rate by far (3%)
of recidivism for any other crime. No
valid, reliable current statistics exist to
support an argument that any 'special'
sub-class among sax offenders reoffend
at any wildly inflated rate over that
average. Although statistics for those
convicted for crimes 50 to 70 years ago
and released no later than the lEEDs
showed rates up to about 17%. the
current clear reduction to about 1/5th of
that former number proves that the
greatly increased penalties and intense
enforcement against sex crimes and their
attempts in more recent times have dune
their job admirably in nearly extinguishing
sex crimes, compared to any earlier tin-in
in history. In short, there is no 'saxcrime wave', and no one is conducting a
one-man campaign of sex-crime
recidivism. Thus, this commitment law is
completely unnecessary and is only the
product of deliberate whipping up of a
baseless frenzy of panic and hatred. It
must also be noted that those emerging
from prison after double-digit terms of
years average near 50 years of age. By
that age, one is unlikely to commit any
further sex crimes, regardless of one's
pest record of sex crime(s). Indeed, by
age 50, one's statistical probability of
recidivism is about half of 1% - about
1/5th as much as the average probability
at all offender ages, and perhaps about
1/12th of the likelihood of someone in their
mid-20s. In short, even if one accepts the
legitimacy of a mandate for preventive
detention, in its commitment program,
Minnesota is committing exactly the
wrono people: those who are old and
'worn nut' as sex offenders. This again is
wall known to psychiatry and to

criminology as "aging out" or natural
"desistance" through age. Therefore, to
add commitment after such long prison
terms isn't true preventive detention; it is
only adding on extra incarceration as
further punishment for post crimes, not
for future propensities. As such, It is vile
and beneath the dignity of the people of
this State and their representatives.
2. The claim that sex offenders suffer from
various claimed "disorders" (not mental
illnesses) is purely the product of
complicit 'junk science.' Rapists rape
because they harbor hostility toward
women and because they prefer to
dominate and degrade women through
forcing into sex. One must distinguish
the immorality of such conduct and the
curious admixture of lust and violence
which motivates it from any claimed
mental derangement. It has long been
known that "psychopathy" is not actually
a psychiatrically accepted term at all,
and that "antisocial" is a choice of a
mode of behavior, not a true disorder.
Comparably, the sexual erientationo/
attractions that drive sex with children
or various fetish behaviors with
strangers (for instance, 'flashing' one's
genitals) are just that; desires.
Psychiatry recognizes that the mere
exceptional nature of these desires does
not convert them into mental illnesses/
disorders.
S. Again contrary to popular myth, only
extremely rarely does anyone who holds
such desires for criminal sexual conduct
actually suffer from "irresistible
impulses." On the contrary, it is
psychiatrically well accepted that
'deviant' orientations/desires do not
carry with them such irresistible
impulses. Decisions to commit sexual
crimes are just that: decisions. lndaad, in
almost all oases, sex crimes are carefully
planned out in advance and prepared for
- often for months. While this may be
reprehensible, it is in fact the absolute
opposite of actions beyond self-control.
In short, sex criminals are simply that:
criminals: they are not lathering maniacs.
They should not be committed, for they
do not lack self-control. They should
simply be dealt with by the criminal law in
the some manner as all other criminals.
It is the duty of the legislature and of all
courts, to protect the rights of all
individuals, regardless of any unsavory or
even horrifying crimes one may have
committed in the past. We ask only that
protection.
By design, Minnesota's SPP/SDP law is
vague, overbroad, and it allows proof of
commitment elements by a combination of
unwarranted presumptions and utterly
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unscientific testimony by so-called experts,
thereby discrediting forensic psychologists
as a mere pack of ravenous character
assassins for pay.
This reveals the SPP/SDP system for
whet it really is: usurpation of the primacy of
the criminal law, and natural-life preventive
detention as a political act of raw fear-based
incapacitation, deterrence, and groupretribution - effectively, mob-rule by
governmental fiat
From our standpoint as its victims, it is
easy to believe that we are being treated as
aliens - not from another lend, but from
another planet You have banished us to this
non-person status in this peculiar gulag.
However, we have long since dune our
time. Whatever you may believe of us or
choose to suspect we may be capable of, we
are not intent on further victimization of
anyone. You might see us as Lazarus'
"huddled masses": some might even say we
are that "wretched refuse."
But we simply want to go home and to
pick up the pieces and commence to make a
viable life for ourselves. Surely you era not
so hard-hearted as to fail to relate to this.
Thus, we ask: End this, and sand us home.
If you do not trust us, simply watch us. You
would anyway. We accept the challenge to
earn your trust. We deserve that right,

"...[TJha only thing we have to fear is fear
itself-nameless, unreasoning, unjustified
terror which paralyzes needed efforts to
convert retreat into advance.
"...These dark days will be worth all they
coat us if they teach us that our true
destiny is net to be ministered unto but to
minister to ourselves and to our fellow
man."
frank/fri D /?oosevelt.
First lnauural Address
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